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This is a bold and ambitious book. The author, Edward Shorter, attempts to tell the history of psychiatry from the 18th century to the present. Goaded into print by recent revisionist versions of psychiatric history, Shorter's account is partly a polemic aimed at those writers, such a Foucault and Scull, whom he considers have proffered a â€˜¿ trendy' but fallacious account of the emergence of psychiatry. From Shorter's perspective, the evolution of psychiatry can be seen in terms of the triumph of the neurobiological project over competing, but misguided, models of madness. In this grand narrative, psychia try's past is examined for precursors of the organic approach, while opposing theories are seen as diverting psychiatry from the path to neuroscientific enlightenment. In this scheme, the heroes are Kraepelin, the psychopharmacologists and geneticists; while the villians are Freud, the anti psychiatrists and anyone advocating a social model of mental illness.
Shorter begins his story in the â€oe¿ world without psychiatryâ€•, where, he says, the mad were treated with savagery or brutal neglect. At the end of the 18th century, there arose the notion that the asylum could offer a ther apeutic refuge for the insane. Shorter speci fically dismisses the view that these institutions were created because of the needs of emerging capitalism to incarcerate its discontents, preferring instead to see them as the result of the Enlightenment's scientific philosophy. He also dismisses the view that early alienists made an entrepreneurial bid to appropriate the emerging empire of lunacy.
Rather, he contends, clinicians were inspired by the belief that they could ameliorate the lot of the mentally disordered.
Shorter concedes that the asylum failed, but feels that it is the story of â€oe¿ good intentions gone badâ€•.He lays the blame, first, at rising patient numbers, which forced the asylums to become merely â€oe¿ ware housesâ€•,and second, at the drift of psychia try away from general medicine. However, help was at hand with the dawn of the â€oe¿ first biological psychiatryâ€•. This saw the emer gence of psychiatrists like Griesenger, Flech sig and Wernicke, who conducted research based on the premise that mental illness equalled brain disease. This era culminated in the work of Emil Kraepelin, who, according to Shorter, is â€oe¿ the central figure in the history of psychiatry . . . not Freudâ€•.
In the early part of this century, there occurred what Shorter calls the psychoana lytic â€oe¿ hiatusâ€•, a term which vividly demon strates his view that this phase represented a monumental folly and one which served to deflect psychiatry from the royal road to the kingdom of brain biology. He records with relish the spectacular fall of psychoanalysis, from the days when it completely dominated American psychiatry to more recent times, when a US court held that treating major psychiatric illness with psychoanalysis amounted to medical negligence.
In thegrandefinale,biologicalpsychiatry returns in triumph with the development of effective psychotropic drugs, and the demon stration of the importance of genetic factors. In Shorter's view, the neurobiological ap proach is vindicated and the long â€˜¿ nature versus nurture' debate has ended in victory for the brain scientists. Even such conditions as anxiety states, dysphoria and obsessive compulsive disorder â€"¿ previously considered fundamentally psychological in origin â€"¿ are now succumbing to physicaltreatments,such as Prozac. Shorter ends by asking whether we need psychiatrists at all. Surely general physicians can easily prescribe the physical treatments, while social workers and psy chologists can provide the psychotherapy. However, he concludes that the psychiatrist, by combining a knowledge of pharmacology with the practice of talking in depth with the patient, offers a unique and powerful ther apeutic intervention.
The book thus ends with a paean to the value of the doctor patient encounter. Written in a popular and engaging style which is nevertheless based on extensive scholarship, Shorter has produced a book that blasts away at many of the accepted pieties of revisionist versions of the history of psychia try. As is the nature of polemic, however, he has surely exaggerated his case. For example, he concludes that psychiatric illness â€oe¿ is now an easily treatable condition not essentially different from any other medical problemâ€•. This will certainly be news to the average National Health Service psychiatrist.
Over SO years ago, Gregory Zilboorg wrote A History of Medica! Psycho!ogy, which, like Shorter's book, charted the triumphant progress of psychiatry from darkness to light; but in Zilboorg's account, the path of enlightenment led to Sigmund Freud. In effect, Shorter conducts a parallel journey, but his destination is that of neuroscientific psychiatry. It is no coinci dence that Zilboorg's volume was published when psychoanalysis was at its height, while Shorter's appears at a time which has been dubbed the â€˜¿ decade of the brain': each book could be seen as using the past to legitimise the practice of the present. However, despite its partisan approach, Shorter's combative book deserves the attention of not only historians but also clinicians, because it provides a stimulating account of why psychiatryhas becomewhat it has. :@ @ @ @ @ @ @ â€˜¿ @ @ r@.@v.i::s@@ â€"¿ â€˜i' children and adolescents. There are contri butions from a wide variety of backgrounds and disciplines. Academics give a broad overview of the subject, placing it in a historical and sociological context. Clini cians describe case examples and the day-to day aspects of service provision for this client group. The chapter on monitoring gives an excellent model for the stages of assessment, which could be applicable to any complex assessment. This book is useful for anyone seeking to understand why children become violent and what contributes to this process. The chapter on the background profile of an adolescent offender gives a grim picture of the degree of abuse, loss and emotional deprivation in this population.
Many of the chapters are brief. Although this makes the book easy to read, at times it cuts short the potential for an extended exploration of the issues. The chapter on ethnic issues for example, was highly compressed. This is a useful starting point for anyone wishing to read further in this field. It provides a useful source of reference materi al and has a readable, jargon-free style. As such it would be an addition to a depart mental library. The fact that each chapter stands in isolation makes it easy to dip in and out of. 
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